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Elevator pitch: As a high schooler I have learned that my knowledge about the basics of
investing is not the norm for my peers. Lacking this knowledge can significantly impact their
long-term financial security. My goal is to provide them with this information so that they can
succeed in their future investing ventures.
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Part 2: Executive Summary
Many teenagers lack knowledge about investing in the stock market. Many experts on the

topic have tried to make basic investing guides or books for teens. However, I believe that most
of this information is presented poorly for the audience it is trying to target. This is why I want to
make an investing website catered towards teens. Many website design psychologists point to the
importance of website design in reaching your intended audience. So if I make a website with
engaging information about investing as well as tools for young adults, I will be more successful
at helping teens learn about investing.

Part 3: Problem Summary and Proposed Solution
An informed knowledge of investing is a beneficial tool for long-term financial security.

However, this is a skill set that doesn’t make it into the typical high school curriculum and unless
one is privileged enough to have an outside source of education on the matter, young adults enter
independence with no knowledge of investing. This can lead them to make risky choices with
their money or to avoid investment all together which stunts their long-term financial potential.
While there is a multitude of resources available on this topic, none do a sufficient job of
appealing to teens, who are my market. I plan to create an online database of resources, housed
on a website, tailored to teens. I want to ensure teens' success in investing, to do so I will also
include a budget plan and an investing dictionary. My website will be more successful than other
basic investing sites as it will help teach teens with its engaging and helpful content.

Part 4: STEM Concepts and Principles Underlying the Overall Plan
My product incorporates the concepts of STEM as it incorporates both science and

technology. For science I had to study the psychology of teens, making sure that I can make the
website engaging to the mindset of a teen who is just starting out in investing. Psychology also
provides me with the information I should add as I need to understand what my customer needs
so that I can provide it for them. Technology will also be a crucial part of my website as I have to
incorporate interesting website-making tools to make a creative and attractive website for young
minds. Technology will also be the platform on which the product is released so I have to make
sure that it can reach my intended audience through its design. Technology will ultimately be the
best platform to release my product as about every teen uses it in their daily lives. Math will also
be incorporated in the form of graphs and charts which helps push forward the lesions I aim to
teach through my website.

My product incorporates several design elements based on website design and
simplification of investment information for teens. Website design is the core of what makes my
website creative and appealing for my audience. This in turn keeps them from getting bored with
the website and dropping it entirely. My main goal is to keep an engaged audience who is
interested in the information and tools I am providing them with. Alex Dodkin goes on to say in
his article about website design for teens to “Avoid Boring Content – Use interactive features on
your website to make it more interesting for teen users, basically, a dull website will send your
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teens packing. You might consider: Quizzes, Voting, Games, Message Boards, Forums etc..
Anything that allows the user to leave their mark or express themselves” (How To Design a
Teen-Targeted Website paragraph 10). What I learned from this is that I need to make a site that is
colorful, interactive, and has message boards to make it a more successful and engaging website.
Teens do not have enough focus to sit down and learn about investing especially when that
information is difficult to understand. This is what my website plans to alleviate as I simplified
difficult information into easy-to-understand concepts for teens. I also used videos I found on
YouTube that I think could be helpful for teens. I want my product to be a widespread resource
for teens across the country and I plan on advertising it as a learning tool for teens.

Part 5: Problem:
Teens need a way to understand the importance of investing and tailor an investment plan

to themselves because I learned that they don't understand the topic or see its relevance to
themselves. I learned this through careful research and life experience with other teens that lack
investment knowledge. I learned that teens don’t gain investment knowledge through school and
that most parents are too uncomfortable or uninformed to chat about financial information with
their children. This is a problem because most students and teens are unprepared for the outside
world. This also reflects badly on teachers and parents as they left their students and kids
unprepared for the real world. Learning about investing can teach students more about life’s
expenses and ways to passively make money in the stock market. This is why teens need to learn
the basics of investing so that they can succeed in the future.

Proposed solution:
My solution is that I can make a website that covers the basics of investing for teens.

This website will include a detailed dictionary of many investing terms a teen may see when they
go to invest. It will also include a budget plan that can help new investors budget their paycheck
in a way that allows them to invest. My secondary goal is to make the site interesting for teens so
that they can hold their attention through the information provided on the site. I also plan to
implement videos from other respected sources to teach advanced investing strategies.

Target customers and intended users:
My main audience is young people who are interested in learning more about investing.

This audience is perfect as a lot of them lack even the most basic knowledge about investing and
having an engaging website would allow them to pick up the information in a safe environment,
instead of the real world. In all honesty, teens may not be the audience as some adults may even
want to look into this information before they start investing. Teens however remain my focus as
I want my fellow teenagers to have a successful adult life.

Competitors:
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As a site that teaches about investing, I have many competitors, such as Merrilledge, an
investing site online that requires a paid membership to use, while mine will be free. I also have
competitors like “Investing for Dummies” which is a well-established book on the topic. Both of
these sources act as proper competitors to my website. They are both well-established and
probably have experts working on the site/book.

Customer value proposition & competitive advantage:
The main thing to note about my audience is that they don’t like spending money on

educational resources like investing sites and books. This is why I decided to make my website
free to use as it increases the range of people it will reach. Another thing about these competitor
websites is that the information may be too complicated for beginners to pick up and understand.
Information on these websites and books may be a bit old leading to some confusion among
beginners. My goal is to close these gaps in knowledge with my website with easy-to-understand
information.

Principal revenue streams expected:
As I have mentioned before I have decided not to make money as my audience will not

respond well to any kind of monetary device I put into the website. Monetary gain will distract
my customers from the site making it less engaging and fun to use. Website design is cheap and
adding in the resources will only take a little bit of time in the grand scheme of things. That’s
why I will make it a non-profit educational website. I will submit the forms to make my site a
non-profit and keep it this way as I want to support learning and fun, instead of making money
for myself. I can include a donation page and possibly reach out for grants to support my
website. It’s important to note that these profits will just pour back into the site instead of going
to me. The website's quality can be improved through user donations although it is not required
to run the site meaning my product works as a great nonprofit website.

Principal startup and operating costs expected to be incurred:
My startup will cost almost no money as I will be using a trustable website tool that is

free. I will use Wix to make my website, this tool is free and costs nothing to keep the site up and
running for an extended amount of time. This is partially why I decided to make my project a
non-profit, this allows me to focus more on spending less and making more for my customers.
The only expenditure would be a subscription to Wix Pro, which runs $23 a month.

Part 6: Science and Technology Proof of Concept:
Review and assessment of the scientific literature

My product has a combination of two different forces, being both Psychology and
Technology. These two concepts have guided my choices through the design step of my project.
The Psychology community is already studying online education as it pertains to the pandemic.
Researching and reading this available information is how I got most of my information.
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Sources like “Capturing the benefits of remote learning” helped me understand more about the
science of online education. Psychology has also helped me to understand web design and what
type of designs I should look into to make my product. Psychology has also put me in the mind
of my audience allowing me to understand what makes a website engaging to teens. Technology
has also helped guide me as it allowed me to understand online learning and how I should
implement it on my website in a user-friendly manner. Technology is also important to note as
it’s the main platform I will release my website on, so understanding it is vital to the success of
my product. These two practices will make my end product an enjoyable and engaging
educational website for teens.

Discussion of your findings with relevant cited references:
My product includes thorough research on the field of technology and how it affects the

learning process in students and teens. Trish Sammer says
“A study from California State University in San Bernadino found that two different sets
of students—one group who studied online and the other who went to class—who
received the same instruction from the same professor fared equally well in terms of
performance. However, the study revealed that online students were less intimidated
about participating, and that there was a higher-quality of interaction between students
and the professor. (8 Reasons Why Online Education is Better than Traditional paragraph
7)”

This evidence proves that using online learning will be an effective tool for my audience to learn
with. It also delves into a study by California State University meaning it is backed by science as
well as technology.

“For any designer, no matter whether his brand is new or established, knowing and
incorporating psychology will bring in rewards. Design psychology is the single most
component that decides human interaction and website conversion rate. Considering that
it is easy to implement, there’s really no excuse why one must not learn basic web design
psychology and benefit from it. (Web Design Psychology: 5 Things your site must make
your visitors feel paragraph 17).”

This piece of evidence ties in with the website’s connection to psychology as the design of the
website affects the emotions and engagement of the intended audience.
These pieces of information will help guide my project as they will work to shape my product
into what it’s intended to be.

Statement of a single, clear, and compelling testable hypothesis:
If I create a website full of helpful terms and information about investing for teens that

are engaging, easy to use, and relevant then teens’ knowledge about investing will increase. This
is the main goal for my website, a useful database for teens interested in investing.

Inquiry or design-based discussion:
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My solution is to make an online database containing prevalent investing information for
teens. This database will contain information about different kinds of investing as well as
definitions of many basic investing terms. This website will also contain information about
budgeting out your money. In the budgeting section, there will be a budgeting investment plan
that will guide teens through the process of saving their cash to invest later. My database will
contain information on several different website pages. Page one will be called “Investing as a
teen” and will contain a list of helpful videos for teens, Information about apps teens could use to
invest, and explanations on how teens can invest. Page two will be titled “why you should
invest” and will contain the sections a discussion about your future and a discussion of financial
freedom. Page three will be called “Budgeting” and will contain the budget investing plan, an
explanation on how to budget your income, and a rationale on teen budgeting. The fourth page is
named “Stock Market” and will contain a list of stock market terms, stock options, mutual funds,
and a section called doing your own research. The Fifth page called “Investing Basics” contains
the subsections investing dictionary, investment guide, and what you should know before you
should invest. All of this information will be built upon in my website as I believe that if I’m
able to cover these topics my website will be a success.

To make sure my website was good enough for my consumer, I asked myself 5 questions.
These questions are known as the Five E’s being entice, enter, engage, exit, and extend. I will
extend my resource by making it engaging enough that my audience wants to come back to it. I
will include a bank of helpful investing videos. I will also include a dictionary and budget plan
tool so that my website has practical tools for my audience. These tools ensure that most teens
will come back for the helpful information and tools my site provides. Finally, teens may want to
look back at my site’s information when they begin to invest as the information may need to be
looked over a few times before they grasp the concept. My website will be enticing to click on as
it will include plenty of investment knowledge for new investors. If a person who was looking up
investing tips found my site and were interested in learning about investing, they would most
likely click on it. I will also name my website in a way that conveys the information on the site.
It can Engage others as the product is a website database full of simplified investing information
for beginners. This website will be engaging as it will contain engaging images and tools for
newer investors to use to improve their skills. It will also provide defined words and information
for the teens to use. This will be more engaging than other sites as it won’t be as boring and
confusing for my audience. To exit my site all you need to do is simply click off the website tab.
This ensures you have left the site. I will extend my resource by making it engaging enough that
my audience wants to come back to it. I will include a bank of helpful investing videos. These
tools ensure that most teens will come back for the helpful information and tools my site
provides. Finally, teens may want to look back at my site’s information when they begin to invest
as the information may need to be looked over a few times before they grasp the concept.

I will need to research additional information about investing while I form my site, this
will verify that all the information on my website is accurate. I will also need to try a prototype
of my product on my audience to ensure that it works correctly. This will include teens from my
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school using the site and learning. I will then record the results of their learning by questioning
them on what they may have learned. I will also have to spend a lot of time messing around with
my website design to make it engaging to my consumer. I will also ensure that my project is
engaging by making a low-tech prototype of my product and giving it to teens. I will then
question them to see if they like how it looks, ensuring that my product looks good and is
engaging.

Website Flowchart:
Below is a graph labeling my website and how the pages will look when it is made. The

first box is the title of the site. The second row of boxes is the pages that will be on the website.
Underneath the page titles is the content which will be added to each page.
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